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Abstract. The goal of automatic velocity analysis is to extract accurate velocity from voluminous seismic data with
efficiency. In this study, we developed an efficient automatic velocity analysis algorithm by using bootstrapped differential
semblance (BDS) and Monte Carlo inversion. To estimate more accurate results from automatic velocity analysis, the
algorithm we have developed uses BDS, which provides a higher velocity resolution than conventional semblance, as a
coherency estimator. In addition, our proposed automatic velocity analysis module is performed with a conditional initial
velocity determination step that leads to enhanced efficiency in running time of the module. A new optional root mean
square (RMS) velocity constraint, which prevents picking false peaks, is used. The developed automatic velocity analysis
module was tested on a synthetic dataset and a marine field dataset from the East Sea, Korea. The stacked sections made
using velocity results from our algorithm showed coherent events and improved the quality of the normal moveout-
correction result. Moreover, since our algorithm finds interval velocity (vint) first with interval velocity constraints and then
calculates a RMS velocity function from the interval velocity, we can estimate geologically reasonable interval velocities.
Boundaries of interval velocities also match well with reflection events in the common midpoint stacked sections.

Keywords: automatic velocity analysis, bootstrapped differential semblance, interval velocity, Monte Carlo inversion, root
mean square velocity constraint.

Introduction

Automatic velocity analysis has receivedmuch attention because
conventional manual normal moveout (NMO) velocity analysis
requires huge processing time and labour. To deal with
voluminous data such as 3D (or even 2D) seismic data,
automatic velocity analysis, a highly efficient processing
technique, is indispensable.

One can derive not only root mean square (RMS) velocity
(vrms) but also interval velocity (vint) through NMO velocity
analysis. Interval velocities are estimated by Dix’s (1955)
equation from picked RMS velocities. Toldi (1989) pointed
out that certain peaks should be avoided because they might
lead to non-physical interval velocities. Moreover, a small
variation in the picking point in the velocity spectrum could
lead to a significant change in vint. Therefore, a peak-picking
method that considers geologically reasonable interval velocities
is necessary. In order to obtain a geologically reasonable vint
function, algorithms that directly estimate vint functions with vint
constraints have been presented. Toldi (1989) proposed an
automatic velocity analysis algorithm by using a linearised
conjugate gradient method with vint constraints to find a
geologically reasonable vint function. However, Toldi’s
algorithm may easily become trapped in a local minimum
because it utilises a linearised conjugate gradient method.
Lumley (1997) used grid search and Monte Carlo methods
with vint constraints to get over this local minimum problem.
Choi et al. (2009) showed that Lumley’s algorithm could be
successfully applied to marine field data from the west coast of
Africa. Even though Lumley’s algorithm achieved geologically
reasonable interval velocities as well as optimal RMS velocities,

there is still the possibility of picking false peaks such as
multiples. In addition, the velocity spectrum calculated by
conventional semblance method (Taner and Koehler, 1969)
used in Lumley’s algorithm has low velocity resolution at later
times.

In this study, we have developed a new automatic velocity
analysis algorithm based on Lumley’s algorithm (1997). The
algorithm we have developed utilises bootstrapped differential
semblance (BDS) (Abbad et al., 2009), which can significantly
improve the velocity resolution, instead of conventional
semblance in creating velocity spectrum. Moreover, a new
RMS velocity constraint and the conditional determination of
the initial vrms are implemented to prevent picking multiples and
to enhance the efficiency, respectively.

Algorithm of automatic velocity analysis

The velocity analysis algorithm in this study consists of three
steps (Figure1). In thefirst step, avelocity spectrum is constructed
from a common midpoint (CMP) gather by using the BDS
method. Then, the summation of semblance peaks for each
time sample on the velocity spectrum (BDSmax) is calculated.

In the second step, the initial vrms function is determined as a
simple function approximated by the peak BDS values or the best
vrms velocity function of the previous CMP gather. The
determined initial vrms function is converted to an initial vint
velocity function because the interval velocities, not RMS
velocities, are perturbed during Monte Carlo inversion in the
next step.

In the last step, byusing theMonteCarlomethod, the initial vint
function is perturbed under three constraints to get geologically
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reasonable interval velocities (Choi et al., 2009). One is a global
range constraint that guides a lower and upper limit of vint.
Another is a local range constraint that makes a perturbation
remain within a certain percentage of the initial guess. The other
constraint prevents abrupt vertical changes of vint. Moreover, at
this stage, the acquired vrms peaks are checked to seewhether they
are true or false peaks with a new vrms constraint implemented in
our automatic velocity analysismodule. Then, by the sumofBDS
values along the vrms function, BDSMC, the following objective
function, E, is calculated:

E ¼ 1� BDSMC

BDSmax
: ð1Þ

Among all the BDSMC values obtained by the perturbed vint
functions, the vint function that minimises the objective function

in equation 1 and its corresponding vrms function is chosen as the
final best solution.

Bootstrapped differential semblance

To focus the peaks at later times and to improve the accuracy
of the RMS velocity estimation, our automatic velocity
analysis uses BDS (Abbad et al., 2009) in creating the velocity
spectrum. Since results of automatic velocity analysis depend
heavily on a coherency estimator, an estimator that provides
a high velocity resolution is essential. Even though the
conventional semblance method, which is the most popular
coherency estimator (Taner and Koehler, 1969), provides a
robust velocity spectrum, the tendency to smear the velocity
peaks as time increases makes difficult the estimation

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the automatic velocity analysis developed in this study.
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Fig. 2. (a) A common midpoint gather of the synthetic seismic data used in this study. (b) Velocity spectrum created by
conventional semblance. (c) Velocity spectrum created by bootstrapped differential semblance.
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of peaks at later times by an automatic velocity analysis
module.

Recently, Abbad et al. (2009) proposed a new coherency
measure, BDS, which can estimate the time-related reflection
parameters. In the BDSmethod, the bootstrap procedure (Sacchi,
1998) was applied to the differential semblance (Symes and
Carazzone, 1991; Brandsberg-Dahl et al., 2003), which
focuses on the differences between adjacent traces along a
hyperbolic trajectory in a CMP gather. The term,
bootstrapping, is defined as a random rearrangement of offset-
ordered seismic traces in a CMP gather. The equation for
calculating BDS is

BDS ¼ 1�
N
XN
i¼ 2

Xt0þl
2

t¼ t0�l
2

½dðt; xiÞ � dðt; xi�1Þ�2

2ðN � 1Þ
XN
i¼ 1

Xt0þl
2

t¼ t0�l
2

dðt; xiÞ2

2
6666664

3
7777775

�

Xt0þl
2

t¼ t0�l
2

XN
i¼ 1

dðt; xiÞ
 !2

XN
i¼ 1

Xt0þl
2

t¼t0�l
2

dðt; xiÞ2

; ð2Þ

where d(t, x) is time-offset domain data; xi is the bootstrapped
series of offsets, obtained by random sorting of the traces;N is the
number of traces; and l is the width of the time window.
Compared with conventional semblance, BDS provides higher
velocity resolution in the velocity spectrum because BDS
considers differences in the amplitude of the seismic data
randomly ordered along hyperbolic trajectories. Figure 2
shows the velocity spectra created by conventional semblance
(Figure 2b) and BDS (Figure 2c) for a CMP gather of the

synthetic seismic data used in this study (Figure 2a). As
shown in Figure 2, the velocity spectrum obtained by the BDS
method shows more discriminable peaks for reflection events
than those estimated by the conventional semblance method.

Determination of the initial vrms and vint
To reduce running time and obtain optimal results, the use of
initial velocity functions close to the true solutions is very

Fig. 3. Detailed flow chart of the Monte Carlo inversion step with a new vrms constraint.
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Fig. 4. Velocity model including faults.

Table 1. The parameters used in creating the synthetic data with a
velocity model including faults.

Number of shots 1281

Shot interval 50m
Number of receivers 401
Receiver interval 25m
Sampling interval 2ms
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Fig. 5. (a) A common midpoint gather located at ~17 km (indicated by a black arrow in
Figure 4). (b) A vrms function (black solid line) estimated by Lumley’s automatic velocity
analysis using conventional semblance. (c) A vrms function (green solid line) estimated
by our automatic velocity analysis using bootstrapped differential semblance (BDS)
without the vrms constraint. (d) A vrms function (blue solid line) estimated by our automatic
velocity analysis using BDS with the vrms constraint.
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Fig. 6. Normal moveout-corrected common midpoint gathers by applying the vrms

function estimated with Lumley’s algorithm (a) and by applying the vrms function
estimated with our algorithm using the vrms constraint (b).
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important. In Lumley’s algorithm (1997), initial velocity
functions were approximated by simple functions (equation 3)
by a grid search method. Using a grid search method, the initial
RMS velocity function is approximated by the following simple
function (Lumley, 1997):

vrms ¼ v0 þ atb; ð3Þ
where the v0 is the vrms at time zero; a is related to the RMS
velocity gradient; and b is related to the rate of increase or
decrease in velocity with time. The best parameter set {v0*,
a*, b*} is obtained by grid search when the path of the RMS
velocity function (equation 3) on the velocity spectrum
maximises the sum of BDS values along it. The determined
initial vrms function is converted to an initial vint velocity
function because the interval velocities, not RMS velocities,
are perturbed during Monte Carlo inversion in the next step.
Using equation 3, an analytic expression for the interval velocity,
vi, can be obtained by Dix’s equation as follows:

vi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v20 þ 2v0að1þ bÞtb þ ð1þ 2bÞa2t2b

q
: ð4Þ

Even though a simple function obtained by grid search gives
a quite reasonable guess, the determination of the initial
velocity consumes roughly a quarter of the whole processing
time. Thus, to reduce the processing time, we have added an
option that skips the grid search step and used the best vrms

function of the previous CMP gather as the initial vrms function, if
the velocity spectrum is not dramatically different from the
spectrum at the previous CMP.

For a criterion to decide when to use the best vrms function of
the previous CMP as an initial vrms function, we have introduced
the following condition:

BDSPVð1� sÞ � BDSPS �BDSPVð1þ sÞ: ð5Þ
The term, s, indicates the degree of similarity between BDSpv
and BDSps, which are the summation of BDS values along the
best vrms function of the previous CMP and that of the present
CMP, respectively (Figure 1). If BDSPS does not satisfy the
condition in equation 5 or if there is no previous CMP gather
to compare, an initial vrms function will be determined by the grid
search method.

RMS velocity constraint to prevent picking multiples

In theMonte Carlo inversion step, we use a new vrms constraint to
avoid picking false peaks unrelated to true events as well as three
vint constraints proposed by Lumley (1997).

Since multiples included in the data produce peaks in the
velocity spectrum and make NMO velocity analysis difficult, we
expect them to be removed before NMO velocity analysis.
However, even though the data go through multiple-
suppressing processing, some multiples may still remain. In
that case, it is a general strategy for data processors to pick
vrms increasing with time in NMO velocity analysis, because
peaks due to multiples are observed straight down from peaks of
the primary reflections on the velocity spectrum. In our module,
a vrms constraint, which picks vrms in the direction of increasing
velocity, will be applied if the input data is considered to be
contaminated by multiples (Figure 3).

Numerical example

To verify our automatic velocity algorithm, we have applied our
algorithm to a synthetic dataset obtained with a velocity model

simulating the subsurface of thewest coast ofAfrica. The velocity
model consists of several crooked layers with some faults
(Figure 4). We obtained 4321 CMP gathers with full-fold
coverage by using finite-difference modelling methods (Falk
et al., 1996). The parameters used in creating the synthetic
data are shown in Table 1.

Choi et al. (2009) concluded that Lumley’s algorithm was
successfully applied to the synthetic dataset from the velocity
model shown in Figure 4. However, the velocity spectra of CMP
gathers around the fault include false peaks due to the fault.
Figure 5a shows a CMP gather located at ~17 km. When we
constructed a velocity spectrum from this CMP gather by the
conventional semblance method, many false peaks are produced
(marked by a black circle in Figure 5b) and they hinder the
automatic velocity analysis module from picking the true RMS
velocities. Even though peaks on the velocity spectrum have no
physical meaning, the automatic velocity analysis algorithms
tend to chase higher peaks. Thus, the accuracy of their results
is more dependent on the velocity spectrum used for finding
the vrms function than manual velocity analysis. Figure 5c
shows the velocity spectrum generated by BDS implemented
on our module. As shown in Figure 5c, many false peaks
are removed, but the wrong vrms function is still obtained
because of the remaining false peaks. To overcome this
problem, the velocity analysis was applied with the RMS
velocity constraint (Figure 5d). As shown in Figure 5d, with
the RMS velocity constraint, the true peaks have been
successfully picked.

Figure 6 presents CMP gathers after applying NMO
correction to the CMP gather in Figure 5a by using the RMS
velocity functionobtainedbyLumley’s algorithm (Figure6a) and
our algorithm using the vrms constraint (Figure 6b), respectively.
The reflection events inFigure 6b are betterflattened, especially at
later times, than those in Figure 6a.

The final CMP stacked sections resulting from using RMS
velocity functions obtained by both automatic velocity
algorithms (Figure 7b and c) show more coherent reflection
events than those in the stacked section resulting from RMS
velocity functions estimated by manual velocity analysis
(Figure 7a). Comparing the CMP stacked section using RMS
velocity functions estimated by our new module (Figure 7c)
to that by Lumley’s algorithm (Figure 7b), events between 5 s
and 6 s (indicated by a black arrow) in Figure 7c show better
continuity and more similarity to corresponding events in
Figure 7a than those in Figure 7b. Since those false peaks
affected by the fault (shown in Figure 5) are successfully
avoided by the vrms constraint in the picking processing, more
accurate results have been achieved. In Figure 8, interval velocity
sections obtained by manual velocity analysis, Lumley’s
algorithm, and our automatic velocity analysis algorithm have
been presented. As shown in Figure 8, the sections estimated by
automatic velocity analysis algorithms are more sensitive to
velocity structure than those from manual velocity analysis
(Figure 8a). Moreover, the interval velocity section (Figure 8c)
resulting from the proposed algorithm is closer to the true
velocity model shown in Figure 4 than that from Lumley’s
algorithm. Furthermore, the area distorted by faulting (black
circle) in the interval velocity section is shrunk (Figure 8c)
compared to that by Lumley’s algorithm (Figure 8b).

Marine field data

We have applied our automatic velocity analysis module to full-
fold CMP gathers of marine field data from the East Sea of
Korea. Survey parameters are shown in Table 2. Simple pre-
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processing was applied to the data before velocity analysis: mute
of the direct arrivals and 10–80Hz bandpass filtering. Since the
water depth is deeper than 2 km, multiples begin to appear quite
separately from primary reflections. Thus, we have used the data
before 4.7 s only.

One of CMP gathers from the field dataset and its BDS
velocity spectrum are represented in Figure 9a and b. Our
automatic velocity analysis module has created an optimal vrms

function, which made all reflection events almost flat after NMO
correction (Figure 9c). The results of CMP stacking by using
RMS velocity functions resulting from manual velocity analysis
and from the proposed algorithm are shown in Figure 10. To get
the RMS velocity functions by manual velocity analysis every
20th CMP (189 CMP gathers total) were used. The proposed
automatic velocity analysis was applied to 3765 CMP full-fold
gathers. We could cut the processing time by 16% with the
conditional initial velocity-determination strategy, compared

with that without such a strategy. Reflection events in the
CMP stacked sections have similar continuities overall. When
the interval velocity section estimated by manual velocity
analysis (Figure 11a) is compared with that estimated by the
new algorithm (Figure 11b), the interval velocity section fromour
new algorithm is more sensitive to subsurface velocity structure.
Especially, as shown in Figure 9b, the events around 3.5 s match
well with the velocity boundaries.

Table 2. Surveyparameters for amarinefield dataset from theEast Sea
of Korea.

Number of shots 1000

Shot interval 25m
Number of receivers 240
Receiver interval 12.5m
Sampling interval 4ms
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Conclusions
We have developed an automatic velocity algorithm using
the BDS technique and global search methods. Because of the
enhancement of resolution of the velocity spectrum by the BDS

method, more accurate vrms functions can be estimated. In
addition, a grid search step which determines the initial
velocity is skipped when lateral changes of subsurface
structures are subtle, and the best result obtained in the
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previous CMP is used as the initial velocity to estimate present
CMP to reduce the running time. Furthermore, a new RMS
velocity constraint is implemented in the module in order to
avoid picking false peaks such as multiples.

We have demonstrated that many false peaks in the velocity
spectrum obtained by conventional semblance were removed in
the BDS velocity spectrum for the synthetic dataset. In addition,
the RMS velocity constraint helps our velocity analysis module
to avoid picking false peaks in CMP gathers near faults so that
events are successfully flattened after NMO correction. Finally,
the CMP stacked section and the interval velocity section derived
by applying our newly developed automatic velocity module to
marine field data show coherent events and a geologically
reasonable interval velocity section.
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